Algorithm and simulation for real-time positron emission based tumor tracking using a linear fiducial marker.
The effectiveness of radiotherapy in cancer treatment remains significantly limited by the accuracy of tumor dose delivery. The ideal solution lies in real-time localization of patient tumors during therapy; one such method is by tracking implanted low-activity positron emitters using two pairs of orthogonally placed gamma-ray detectors. Prior studies have examined multiple point sources, which have potential patient complications during implantation. A linear source geometry is proposed as a less invasive alternative, with potential higher-precision tracking. A source localization algorithm has been devised using cost-function minimization of the source position estimate relative to annihilation gamma coincidence lines. The algorithm was tested via Monte Carlo simulation methods using a Geant4 application for emission tomography (GATE) package for a source of length of 2.00 cm and width of 0.1 mm. The midpoint of the linear marker was located within submillimeter accuracy at 200 coincidence events and the orientation of the source determined with less than 5 degrees (0.087 rad) angular deviation at 300 events. At an optimal event count of 700, tracking had mean midpoint error of 0.48 +/- 0.26 mm and mean angular deviation of 0.041 +/- 0.023 rad (1.4 degrees +/- 0.8 degree). The source and tracking algorithm may prove effective for future clinical implementation in radiotherapy treatment.